Recently, tumor ablation has been introduced as an additional modality in cancer treatment. Computer-based ablation planning is not yet established and could improve treatment outcome. Here a quite strong analogy to radiotherapy (RT) planning exists. Objective is to reuse and transfer computer-based methods from RT to ablation planning. Methods: An RT planning system is converted into an ablation planning system. The concept of robust planning, which is to determine the impact of uncertainty, is mapped to ablation planning. Results: A fully functional ablation planning prototype was implemented. The potential of robust planning could be demonstrated in an exemplary case using the new concept of probability-volume histograms (PVH). Conclusion: An ablation planning system based on an RT planning system confirms the close relation of RT and ablation planning. The new concept of robust ablation planning has been introduced.
Introduction
Recently, tumor ablation has been introduced as an additional modality in cancer treatment [1, 2] . Using ablation needles, tumors are destroyed from inside by applying different physical principles, eg. radio-frequency, microwaves or lasers [1, 3, 4] . One has to ensure, to hit and fully destroy the tumor while avoiding critical structures on the needle path as well as in the vicinity of the malignant tissue (see Image 1). In clinical practice, ablation procedures are performed under image-guidance using C-Arms, CT or MRI [5, 6] with mental planning only. Some computerbased ablation planning procedures which have the potential to improve treatment outcome, are described in literature [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] but are not yet clinically established. Ablation planning is focused on needle path planning [9, 10] and/or calculation of the ablation zone (AZ) using either simple geometrical models [8] or sophisticated physical models [7, 11] . Especially for navigated procedures planning becomes important or even mandatory [12] .
Image 1: Ablation with needle path (dotted line), entry point (EP), target point (TP), AZ (red) and tumor (yellow)
Looking at the main objectives of ablation planning, a quite strong analogy to radiotherapy (RT) planning seems obvious, where one aims to kill tumors by maximizing the dose to the tumor while minimizing dose to healthy tissue. Radiotherapy planning has evolved over the last decades from simple planning on Xray images, preprocedural simulation with dedicated simulation devices, virtual simulation using three-dimensional CT imaging to forward and inverse planning including dose calculation [13] . Latest developments in radiation therapy and radiotherapy planning include for example image-guided and adaptive therapy, inclusion of 4D data and robust planning [13, 14, 15] . Looking at the history of radiotherapy planning, one could question whether ablation planning is still in its early years and might evolve like radiotherapy planning. In our group we have a long history with radiotherapy planning software: from virtual simulation (syngo® RT Dosimitrist) to inverse planning for photons (KonRad) and particles (syngo® RT planning). Objective of this work is a) to reuse and transfer computer-based methods from radiotherapy to ablation planning using existing software components and b) to implement a new method for robust ablation planning taking uncertainties into account.
Methods
In this work a forward planning system is developed, that provides a calculation of the AZ using Spheroids. The user defines an ablation plan and the system calculates the potential AZ to provide an evaluation of this plan. In ad-dition the user can specify uncertainties, which will be taken into account for the evaluation. The system allows the user to find robust plans by trying different setups and examining their impact on the ablation outcome.
Modeling an ablation
An ablation is modeled by one or more ablation instances. Each ablation instance can be specified by two sets of parameters: Geometrical parameters (skin entry point EP, target point TP) and the probe selection/configuration. Based on this ablation plan a 3D scalar field which describes the AZ is calculated to allow the evaluation of the ablation plan. We use geometrical models, which are published by the manufactures of ablation probes, to calculate the AZ (see Image 2). Often Spheroids with a certain diameter and length are used. In this case the calculation is reduced to a unification of the spheroids of all ablation instances to one 3D binary AZ, which determines for each point in the patient if it is destroyed by the ablation. A more advanced approach is described in 2.3.
Image 2: Calculation of the AZ
Mapping to RT
In RT the patient is irradiated one or more times by radiation source(s) from different directions. Each irradiation is described by a so called RT beam during the planning process.
As each RT beam has a skin entry point and a target point (Isocenter), it can be reused to represent the geometric parameters of an ablation instance. This approach converts the RT plan to an ablation plan and allows the reuse of definition, storage and visualization features of a RT planning system for ablation plans. The RT dose, a 3D scalar field describing the radiation dose for each point in the patient, is used to represent the AZ by replacing dose values with binary information.
Robust Planning
Uncertainties of needle positions and size of ablation areas affect the outcome of an ablation. This can be addressed by adding a safety-margin around the tumor (approx. 1 cm) to increase the probability of coverage for the actual volume by the AZ [16] . The size for the safetymargin does not take into account the actual uncertainties of the current case. The drawbacks of the safety-margin approach are: a) Healthy tissue is unnecessarily destroyed if the margin is defined very large. b) The tumor volume is not entirely destroyed if the margin is defined very small.
The concept of robust RT planning, which is to determine the real impact of uncertainties, is transferred to ablation planning by using a probabilistic ablation zone (PAZ). It shows the probability of each point in the patient to be destroyed by the ablation (see Image 3). The PAZ is represented by an RT dose using values between 0 for 0% probability of destruction and 1 for 100% probability. 
Probability-volume histogram
In RT planning, dose-volume histograms summarize the 3D dose into 2D graphs for tumor and organs at risk to allow the user a quick overview of the expected treatment result. This idea is transferred to robust ablation planning to summarize the 3D PAZ in a probability-volume histogram (PVH).
Results
A fully functional ablation planning prototype was implemented based on the syngo® RT planning software.
Reuse of RT Planning
The user can create an ablation plan and add ablation instances. The software supports the user in finding proper needle entries and target points by displaying the needle path with projections on 2D MPR images, in 3D renderings (see Image 4) and a so-called needles eye view. The AZ is visualized in 2D image slices and allows checking the coverage of tumor and organs at risk (see Image 5). Plan review and comparison tools can be used to display differences of ablation plans or display the same plan on multi-modality images like CTs, MRI or PETs.
Image 4: 3D rendering of an ablation
Image 5: Needle path and binary ablation zone of an ablation instance
Probabilistic ablation zone
The PAZ reveals areas of the tumor with a low probability of being destructed by the ablation. The user can increase the expected treatment result by changing parameters of existing ablation instances or adding more instances. Image 6 shows the PAZ of an ablation plan including two instances modeled by spheroids with a length of 65±11 mm and a diameter of 53±6 mm. The accuracy of the guiding system is 5 mm (standard deviation).
Image 6: Probabilistic ablation zone of two ablation instances
Probability-volume histogram
The coverage of a tumor or organs at risk is described by curves in the PVH. Each curve shows the probability of destruction vs. the relative volume portion in percentage. In Image 7, two ablation plans are compared using the PVH. The ablation plan with two instances of micro wave ablations (2xMWA) shows a good coverage of the tumor: more than 97% of the tumor is destroyed with a probability of 95%. The ablation plan with one instance of a micro wave ablation (1xMWA) shows a lower coverage of the tumor: only more than 94% of the tumor is destroyed with a probability of 95%.
Image 7:
PVH showing two ablation plans with tumor (yellow), lung (pink) and liver (brown)
Conclusion

Reuse of RT Planning
The fast implementation of the ablation planning system based on an RT planning system confirms the close relation of RT and ablation planning. Similar work to ours is described by Trovata et al. [8] , where a dedicated ablation planning plug-in for an RT planning system is described.
Robust Planning
The new concept of robust ablation planning has been introduced. It gives a quantitative method to take userdefined uncertainties into account by providing two evaluation tools: the PAZ and the PVH -The PAZ allows to find a) areas of the tumor, that are not covered by the ablation with sufficient probability (see Image 8) and b) organs at risk, which are covered with a too high probability.
-The PVH allows comparing ablation plans summarized in a single diagram to make a fast evaluation of different plans possible.
Image 8: Binary vs. probabilistic ablation zone
These tools allow finding a robust plan based on actual uncertainties of the current case. The robust planning approach can help to circumvent the drawbacks associated with the safety-margin approach described in 2.3. In a next step, the benefit of robust ablation planning should be evaluated in clinical studies.
